Clayton County Environmental Health
Tourist Accommodations Program

Clayton County Board of Health Tourist Court Regulations

Section -.03 Procedures. Amended.

(1) All tourist accommodations shall be subject to inspection at reasonable house no less than twice annually and as often as is deemed necessary by the health authority to insure adequate compliance with the provisions of these rules.

(2) The operator may accompany the health authority representative on tours of inspection, shall be given the opportunity to sign the completed inspection report and retain a copy for the tourist accommodation’s file.

(3) The signature of the operator shall not mean his agreement with all of the findings recorded thereon, but shall mean his receipt of the report and the notification of alleged non-compliance with the rules.

(4) The report of inspection shall be recorded on a form provided by the Department. This report will show violations found, corrective actions necessary for compliance with this rule, date of inspection, signature of person making inspection and the date when it is anticipated corrections to violations will be completed.

(5) The entire report shall be discussed at the time of inspection with the tourist accommodation operator and explained.

(6) The most recent inspection report shall be posted in public view near the main entrance of the tourist accommodation, in a location determined by the health authority.

(7) The health authority shall review all reports on re-inspection and on the basis of corrective measures taken shall institute such action as is deemed proper in accordance with the provisions of O.C.G.A. Chapter 31-28 and these regulations.